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UTB/TSC ITEC Campus, International Innovation Center
301 Mexico Boulevard, Suite H4A, Room 220
Brownsville, TX 78520-4159
Phone:  1-866-380-7007   Fax:  1-866-648-0916
**VERIFY INFORMATION IN NEWTRACKER**
GENERAL INFORMATION:
IF NOT SUPPLIED
# of Employees:
ONLY IF THEY ARE LOOKING FOR WORKMANS COMP
IF THEY HAVE PRIOR INSURANCE AND WANT TO SUPPLY INFORMATION CURRENT INSURANCE AND CLAIMS:
Please provide details of any claims you have incurred in the past 4 years.
 **Note that providing this information will help in determine markets as some carriers will not offer a quote if there has not been prior coverage.
LIABILITY INSURANCE:
G/L RATING BASIS INFORMATION:
UMBRELLA OR EXCESS INSURANCE:
PROPERTY INSURANCE:
If more than 20 years old, please provide the year for the following updates:
WORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE:
Please provide estimated annual payroll and workers compensation class code for all types of payroll you have.  You can find this information on your workers compensation policy.  If you can't find this information, please give a detailed description of all operations and the subsequent payroll.  FEIN is mandatory in order to secure a quote for Workmans Comp. coverage in all states (this is a 9 digit #)
Class Code
Description of Work/Duties
# of Employees
Estimated Annual Payroll
If Yes:  "Newtek offers a "Pay as you go" workers compensation/payroll program that may save you money on your payroll processing and eliminate a large Workers Comp down payment and the year end audit surprise.  Can I have some one from our payroll group contact you to discuss the program?
List all and their job duties and payroll:
Name:
Duties:
Payroll:
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE:
Please provide a list of drivers including their date of birth, driver's license number, and state in which they are licensed.  We will need to know of all violations on the driving records.
Name:
Sex:
DOB:
State:
DL #:
Please provide the following information for the vehicles that the business owns:
Year:
   Make:
Model:
VIN #:
Use:
Radius:
   Cost New
Commercial Auto Limits of Liability
Uninsured / Underinsured Motorist Limit
1,000,000 CSL
1,000,000 CSL
Medical Payments Limit
Hired & Non-Owned Auto Liability
Comprehensive Deductible
Collision Deductible
Detailed description of Operations:
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY QUESTIONS:
LET CLIENT KNOW THAT AGENT WILL NEED TO CONTACT TO COMPLETE AN APPLICATION.  MAKE SURE YOU GET AN EMAIL ADDRESS AND LET THEM KNOW THAT THE AGENT WILL EMAIL WITH THE APPLICATION.
Additional information that might be helpful in quoting your insurance program:
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